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Abstract
In nn uniform genemtion system nll knowledge bnses are specified in the same formnlism and run t/re same processing component. The ndvantage of this behavior is timt any order ofapplying the know/edge bases, i.e. a negotintion
on revisions between tlze individual components, can easily be imposed on the system. F11rthermore, the implementntion of the overnll system is simpler because only one algorithm must be developed nnd tested. In the project
!NTEGENINE we specify all knowledge so11rces in theformnlism of Scl1emn-TAGs with Unificntion (S U-TAGs).
A genera/ pamdigm of our work is to reuse existing knowledge bases, i.e. to trnnsform vnrious formnts into n
SU-TAG. For the syntactic nnd lexicnl knowledge the existing XTAG system hns nlrendy a11tomaticnl/y been
transfo1111ed. In tlzis paper we address the genernl question how to trnnsfonn plan-based knowledge-sources
w/ticlr are frequently 11sed in tlze wlzat-to- say pnrt of n generntion system. As an instnnce of the genernl transformntion model presented here, we show how to transform the knowledge sources ojtlte plan-bnsed system VOTE.

TI1e transformation component we describe in the following appertain to a uniform ge11emtio11
system based on Schema- TAGs. Let us first briefly address this system in order to motivate the
serviceableness of the transformation component in the general system.
The idea of uniform or so called integmted generation was basically described in the system
KAMP (Appelt, 1985). In this system a hierarchical action planner explores expressions based
on the formalism of intensional modal logic. KAMP was not intended tobe a psycholinguistic
model of human behavior, although is reflects some aspects of human language production
such as increment11/ity. Thi.s behavior directly results from the integrated model. Any knowledge base is supposed to become active at any time, i.e. as early as possible.
From this observation the question arises whether the uniform model can serve as a basis to
remedy the generation gap (Meteer, 1990), i.e. the situation in which a sequential process (first
what- to-say, then how-to-say) leads to dead end situations which cannot be solved by local
modifications in the component in which the problem occurs. Our asswnption is to extend
the - in a sense demon-li.ke - activation of knowledge bases towards a parametrised model
which allows for recovery strategies to escape from Iocal dead ends by imposing revisions of
parameter-defined components. This rneans that parameters trigger the activation of specific
knowledge bases and hence initiate overall revisions. Our clairn is that this approach is able to
build up any kind of communication model in a generation system.
As underlying formalism of our integrated generation model we have chosen Schema-TAGs
with Unification (SU-TAGsJ1 because TAGs provide the necessary complexity to express any
kind ofconceptin the what-to-say and how-to-say component (cf., e.g., (Stone & Daran, 1997),
(Webber & Joshi, 1998), (Becker et al., 1998), (Nicolov, 1998)). Schema-TAGs are especially
1
In a schematic ele~zentan; tree, a regular expression (RX), is annotated at each inner node of an elementary tree.
This means, that the elementary schemata enumerate a possibly infinite set of elementary trees. RXs are inductively
defined. Let o , ß and ß1 , •• „ ß„ (n ;::_ 2) be Gorn addresses uniquely referring to daughters or arbitrarily complex
RXs, then a.ß (concatenation of branches), (ß1 + „. + ß„) (enumeration of alternatives), a• (Kleene Star) and er+ (er•
without the emfty repetition) are RXs. Finally, '.'-" allows to cut off a subtree at the end of a path. As an abbreviation
we write er("'I~ which enumerates L:;;':0 er"'+' (n, m 2:. 0). Notlee,"." binds strenger than " +". Notice also, that
here the feature specifications are attached to the regular expression because the branches are licensed by RXs (cf.
(Harbusch & Woch, 2000)).
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Figure 1: Transformation of sequences, alternatives, and repetitions into SU-TAGs
advantageous because they compress gram.mars in a manner that allows for the underspecified
generation of substrµctures (cf. (Harbusch, 2000), (Harbusch & Woch, 2000)).
In order to provide a flexible generation systern, the example dornain is not of particular interest but only a necessary prerequisite of a demonstration systern. On that account, we decide
to reuse existing knowledge sources to circumvent the time-consumirig task of developing a
knowledge base from scratch. Thus, transforrnation algorithms for the individual knowledge
bases of a generation system must be provided. Any TAG can automatically be transformed
into a SU-TAG (Harbusch et 111., 1998). This is already done for the syntactic knowledge base
XTAG (Doran et 111., 1994). The knowledge sources of SPUD (Stone & Doran, 1997), those of
anchored L-TAGs (cf. (Webber & Joshi, 1998)), as weil as the TAG transformed from an HPSG
(Becker et al., 1998) w ill be rewritten as SU-TAG next. Doing so, the generation system is extended towards a generntion workbench which provides libraries with knowledge sources from
which the user can select a personal generation sys tem with self-defined parameters.
In this paper, we describe the transformation of plan-based knowledge bases into a SU-TAG. Here
we only concentrate on the particular dass of plans which is widely applied in what-to-say
components of generation systems (e.g. VOTE (Slad e, 1994)), i.e. the classical pla11-based plans
(cf. (Yang, 1997)). As an illustration a concrete plan of the system VOTE is transformed and the
decision making on the basis of VOTE's further knowledge bases is presented. Finally, the interaction of pla.ns with the system's knowledge about the domain- also specified as SU-TAG
- is outlined in order to dernonstrate basically, how the uniform generation works.
A p/11112 consists of n steps, any of them in turn rnay be an action or a plan again. Each step
consists of pre- and postconditions, as weil as controlling elements of a programming language
(e.g. IF- THEN- ELSE, WHILE). A plan can be applied iff the overall goal, i.e. the input specification, matches the preconditions of the first step. A plan step can be applied iff the current
situatio11, i.e. the postconditions of the previous step, or the input specifications respectively,
match the preconditions of the currently considered plan step. If a plan step is atomic, i.e. an
action, it is performed by replacing the preconditions with the postconditions, resulting in thi::
new current situation. An overall plan can successfully be applied in the current situation iff the
final postconditions can be computed according to the overall goal and the initial situation.
Given that, the general idea of the transforrnation into a SU-TAG is as follows:
1. Each plan step in a sequence becomes an individ ual n ode of an elementary scheme under
a common root n ode.
2. The chronological sequence of plan steps is rewritten via concatenation in the RX.
3. Pre- and postconditions at each node are wrapped up in feature specifications.
4. The conditions of concepts of the programming language are realized by unification too,
whilst the branches and repetitions itself are transformed into RXs.

In the transformation of Fig. 1-1, the first three steps are illustrated. Each plan step P 1 , „., Pn
is transformed into a daughter node. The regular expression at the root node enumerates the
concatenation of all daughters from left to right and all pre- and p ostconditions are rewritten
as feature specifications. Step 4 is illustrated by two example statements in Fig. 1-2 and 13. Basically, the conditions in the statements are checked by a. feature "cond". For instance,
2

For an illustration of a plan, see the strategy for decision making in VOTE (abstracting from technical notations,

cf. (Slade, 1994), p. 140) on the left side of Fig. 2.
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(1) WHILE ?no-<ledsion

(2) IF ?Unanimous
THENPlanp0 polar
(4) ELSE I F ?Consensus
(5)
THEN Plancon••n•••
(6)
ELSE IF ?Majority THEN PlanMojorH•
(7)
ELSE Planoth•r-Strat<gy;
(8) IF ?no-<lecision THEN Planv••p•r-Analy•i•;
(9)00
(3)

=

Figure 2: Transformation of the VOTE-Plan

D

Figure 3: Part of VOTE's knowledge for MEMBER:gingrich and BILL:limit-clean-water
in the IF- THEN-ELSE statement a positive value for "cond" activates the THEN part and a
negative value the ELSE part. Tue behavior of the steps 1, 2 and 4 is exemplified in Fig. 2.
This plan describes the decision making process in the system VOIE. Tue actual knowledge
in the pre- and postconditions is suppressed here for reasons of simplicity. As outlined in
step 4, IF-THEN-ELSE statements are rewritten as sums, (i.e. representing the choice of one
of the branches according to the instantiation of the condition) and the WHILE construction is
rewritten as Kleene Star which stops according to the instantiation of the respective condition
represented as feature specification. At the root node the concatenation represents the sequence
of the two IF-THEN-ELSEstatements in line (2) and (8) (step 1and3resultin 121.lll according
to the order ofbranches). Here, the Kleene Star in the RX rewrites line (1).
Now we explain how pre- and postconditions are specified and tested in order to apply plans
in this particular example. For this reasqn we must describe VOTE's further knowledge bases
in more detail: VOTE consists of ISSUES (e.g. gun control), STANCES (PRO, CON, normal case),
GROUPS (e.g. ACLU), RELATIONSHIPS, MEMBERS, BILLS and STRATEGIES. Fig. 3 shows
the structure of what VOTE .knows about a concrete BILL:limit-dean-water and the attitude
of a concrete MEMBER:gingrich towards this bill. Let us presuppose here that the structures
described in Fig. 3 can be produced by SU-TAG structures of the form outlined in Fig. 4. This
is directly obvious because all mother--daughter relations in the instantiation are represented
as elementary schemata. Furthermore, any scheme licenses the specification of any number of
such relations by Kleene Star. In any plan of VOTE the pre- and postconditions are yet specified
by unification about STANCEs of bills and members. For instance in Plan,,opul"r' PRE = {Unify
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Figure 4: SU-TAG representation of the knowledge base classes BILL and MEMBER
all SIDE features of all STANCEs}, i.e. test whether they have the same value and POST=
{Unify the featu.re DECISION at the root node with the SIDE feature of the uppermost STANCE
of BILL}, i.e. vote in a popular manner. Hence, in the uniform fraruework the application of
a plan imposes further constraints on the knowledge about bills and rnembers. The reasoning
about plans and dornain knowledge is perforrned integratedly in a unforrn manner.
In general, pre- and postconditions can also be specified in first order predicate logic. Let us
consider the STRIPS example in (Yang, 1997) p . 17. For instance, the plan retum-brush with
PRE = {have-brush(?b)} and POST ;:: {.., have-brush(?b)} is rewritten by the feature specifications PRE;:: {((b have- brush) +)} and POST = {((b have-brush) -)}. For reasons of space we
cannot go into more details here (cf. (Otto et al., 1998)).
The implementation of the above described transformation component has just begun using
general parser generator concepts in the sarne way as fo r the TAG-to-STAG transformation.
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